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If such tfavourablevariations]do occur, can we doubt (remembering that many more individualsare born than can possibly
survive)that individualshavingany advantage,however slight,
over others, would have the best chance of surviving and
procreatingtheir kind? On the other hand, we may feel sure
that any variationin the least degree injuriouswould be rigidly
destroyed. This preservationof favourablevariationsand the
rejectionof injuriousvariations,I call NaturalSelection.'
Darwin thus summarizedhis theory in the first edition of the
Originof Species.It was only with publicationof the fifth edition,
in 1869, that the phrase "survivalof the fittest"appeared2- a
shift presaged a year earlier in The Variationof Animals and
Plants under Domestication, where Darwin noted that "Mr.
HerbertSpencer has well expressed the same idea tnaturalselection] by the Survivalof the Fittest."3To "NaturalSelection,"the
original title of chapter 4 of the Origin,has been added "or the
Survivalof the Fittest,"and the definitionhas been correspondingly altered:"This preservationof favourableindividualdifferences and variations, and the destruction of those which are
injurious,I have called Natural Selection, or the Survivalof the
Fittest."4 Elsewhere in the Origin, Darwin even asserted that
5
Spencer'sexpressionwas the "moreaccurate."
Why did Darwinequateselection with the survivalof the fittest,
when to do so deemphasizedthe analogywith artificialselection
while apparentlyassociatingDarwin - who shrankfrom controversy and disliked Spencer - with the latter's disputed social
1. Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species, facsimile of first edition
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1964), pp. 80-8 1.
2. Morse Peckham, ed., The Origin of Species.b.v (larles I)arwin.: A
Varioritn 7ext (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1959), p. 22.
3. Charles Darwin, Thie Vari(ationi oJ Antinatls antdI'lants itnder l)onesticafiai7 (London: Murray. 1868). p. 17.
4. Peckham. Origin, p. 164.
5. Ibid., p. 145.
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theory? And why did he wait until 1868 if, as is often asserted,
the expression originated in 1852, seven years prior to first
publicationof the Origin?
The latter question, at least, is easy to answer. Darwin first
heard the expression in 1866, two years after it was coined by
Spencer. Richard Hofstadteris the apparentroot source of the
widespread assumption that the phrase originated in the early
1850s. In his influential Social Darwinism in American Thought,

Hofstadterwrote:
Spencer'stheoryof social selection .. . arose out of his concern
with populationproblems.In two famousarticlesthatappeared
in 1852, six years before Darwinand Wallacejointlypublished
sketchesof theirtheory,Spencerhad set forth the view that the
pressure of subsistence upon populationmust have a beneficent effect upon the human race. This pressurehad been the
immediatecause of progressfrom the earliesthumantimes.By
placinga premiumupon skill, intelligence,self-control,and the
power to adapt through technological innovation, it had
stimulatedhuman advancementand selected the best of each
generationfor survival.Because he did not extend his generalization to the whole animal world, as Darwin did, Spencer
failed to reap the whole harvest of his insight, although he
coined the expression"survivalof the fittest."6
The implicationthat the expressiondates from 1852 is reinforced
by the footnote following"survivalof the fittest,"which cites the
two articles noted above - only one of which, "A Theory of
Population,Deduced from the General Law of Animal Fertility,"
actually concerns the effects of population pressure.7Gertrude
6. Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinissm in Amerrican Tliouighlt(Boston:
Beacon Press, 1955; orig. ed. 1944), p. 39. The book's impact on subsequent
accounts of Social Darwinism is discussed by Donald C. Bellomy in "'Social
Darwinism' Revisited," l'erspect. Amer. Hist., new ser., / (1984), 1-1 29, esp. pp.
6-10.
7. Herbert Spencer, "The Development Hypothesis" (Leacder, March 20,
1852; repr. in Essays, I iNew York: Appleton, 19071, 1-7), is simply a defense
of evolutionism against the criticisms of special creationists. The essay on population pressure ("A Theory of Population") appeared in Westminster Rev., 57
(1852), 468-501. Spencer sadly reflects on his failure to extend his analysis of
the effects of population pressure to all animals - thus inventing Darwinism
before Darwin - in An Auitobiography, I (New York: Williams and Norgate
1904), 448-452. He had earlier assessed its value rather modestly, commenting
in the first edition of the Principles of Biology that it "contains merely a passing
recognition of the selective process and indicates no suspicion of the enormous
range of its effects, or of the conditions under which a large part of its effects are
produced" (II {London: Williams and Norgate, 18671, 50)1).
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Himmelfarb,discussingthis essay, asserts even more directlythat
"the phrase, 'survivalof the fittest' was used here for the first
time."8James Rogers, citing "A Theory of Population,"affirms
that "HerbertSpencer used the phrase 'survivalof the fittest' as
early as 1852 . . ."' Spencer's biographer, J. D. Y. Peel, writes that

the essay is "famous because in it Spencer coined the phrase
'survivalof the fittest,'and because he seems to have come within
a stone's throw in anticipating Darwin and Wallace

.. ." "'

David

Oldroydnotes of the same essay that"in 1852... Spencercoined
the famous phrase 'Survivalof the Fittest."'" And Alexander
Alland, Jr., asserts in a recent book that "the 'survivalof the
fittest,'a slogan coined by Spencer ten years before the publication of The Origin,became the political rallyingpoint for rightwing, expansionistpolitics in Victorian England."'2Versions of
the story have also found their way into textbooks, as in the
followingaccount:
Culturalhistorianshave long recognizedthat ideas of economic
competitionwere pervasivethroughoutthe nineteenthcentury.
In the early 1850s, accordingto historianRichardHofstadter,
Herbert Spencer . . . coined the phrase "survival of the fittest."

Spencer's phrase referred to competition both in human
economics and in animal life. The notion that economic and
social progress were the result of struggleand competitionwith some individuals winning and others losing - was a
generally accepted idea among educated middle- and uppermiddle-classEnglishSociety.'I
Alas, Spencer not only invented "survivalof the fittest"five
years after the publicationof the Origin,but introducedit in a
context devoid of association with competition in human economics. The phrase first appears in the Principlesof Biology simply as a synonym for naturalselection: "This survivalof the
8. Gertrude Himmelfarb. Darwin (ir( ti/e' I)arwinioat ReHolition7 (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1962), pp. 224-225.
9. James A. Rogers. 1)arwinism aind Social Darwinism. ./. Hist. I(eas, I()
(1972). 269.
10. J. D. Y. Peel. Herbert Spencr.: The Evolutiion of a .Sociologist (New York:
Basic Books, 1971 ). pp. 137-1 38.
11. D. R. Old-oyd. I)arwinianhlhnpacs: Ani lIntro(ldiationito10ie I)arwinlila
Revolutioni (Milton Kcvnes: The Open Universitv Press. 1980). p. 207.
12. Alexander Alland. Jr.. hulain(ittNature: I)arwins. Viev (New York:
Columbia University Press. 1985). p. 19.
13. Jeffrev J. W. Baker aind Garland E. Allen, 4 StudAsof Biologv. 4th ed.
p68 1.
(Reaiding. Mass.: Addison-Wesley. 1982) p.
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fittest,which I have here sought to expressin mechanicalterms,is
that which Mr. Darwinhas called 'naturalselection,or the preservation of favoured races in the struggle for life."'"4 Hence
Darwin'sequation of "survivalof the fittest"with "naturalselection"did not represent,as is often asserted,an explicit mergerof
economic and biologicalthought.Indeed, Darwinactuallydismissed Spencer's 1852 essay, writingto Charles Lyell: "I have just
read his essay on population, in which he discusses life and
publishes such dreadful hypothetical rubbish on the nature of
'5 Perhaps the mythic quality of the Darwinreproduction."
Spencerstory is attributableto its consistencywith widely shared
assumptionsabout Darwin's debt to political economy. In any
event, the argumentthat Darwinismreflected the world-viewof
the English bourgeoisie (which I myself have made and still
believe)mustreston other,less direct,kindsof evidence.'6
But an accurateversion of the story does not, in itself, explain
Darwin'swillingnessto equate Spencer'sexpressionwith his own.
Personal,social, and scientific considerationsmake his decision
puzzling, even in the absence of an explicit association in 1866 of

of the fittest"with a policy of unrestrainedcapitalthe "'survival
ism. His use of Spencer's phrase associated Darwin with an
individualwhose talentshe (sometimes)admiredbut whose social
views were controversialand whose intellectualstyle and personality he thoroughlydisliked.'7Moreover,Darwin'soriginalphrase
14. Herbert Spencer, Principles of Biology, I (New York: Appleton, 1898;
orig. ed. 1864), 530-5-31.
15. Darwin to Charles Lyell, February 25, 1860, Darwin papers, American
Philosophical Society, Philadelphia (I am grateful to the Syndics of the
Cambridge University Library for permission to quote from this letter and other
letters cited in n. 17 below). Wallace, on the other hand, was greatly impressed by
the essay, which he used to defend the possibility of evolution in a socialist,
egalitarian society; see his essay "Human Selection," originally published in Fortn.
Rev., September 1890, and reprinted in Studies Scientific and Social (London:
Macmillan, 1980), 1, 509-526, esp. pp. 521-523.
16. Diane B. Paul. "Marxism. Darwinism, and the Theory of Two Sciences,"
Marx. 1erspect., 3 (1979), 116-143. The literature on Darwin and political
economy is vast. Ernst Mayr has summarized the leading arguments in The
Growth of Biological Thought (Cambridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1982), pp. 477-479, 484-487, 491-493.
17. Darwin's complex and shifting attitudes toward Spencer are reflected in
his letters. Some examples: to Hooker. June 23. 1863: "You ask what I think of
Herbert Spencer's great book: I never attempted to read any except last part; and
that greatly disappointed me - all words and generalities . . . and I could grasp
nothing clearly. But I suppose this is all my stupidity; as so many think so highly
of this work"; Emma Darwin to Hooker, January 16 and 19, 1864: "Charles
would like very much to know what you think of Herbert Spencer as he cannot
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emphasizedthe analogywith artificialselection. As Michael Ruse
has argued,analogouscause reasoning,as exemplifiedin the work
of Lyell and expounded by John Herschel, was then considered
an exceptionallypersuasive form of scientific reasoning - and
Darwinwas very much concerned with canons of good scientific
method.'8 How, then, do we explain his willingness to adopt
Spencer'sexpression?
The answerprobablylies in Darwin'sfrustrationwith misunderstandingsattributableto the connotationsof "selection."As early
as 186() he wrote to Lyell:"Talkingof 'naturalselection';if I had
to commence de novo, I would have used 'naturalpreservation.'
For I find men like Harvey of Dublin cannot understandme,
though he has read the book twice. Dr Gray of the British
Museumremarkedto me that,'selehon' was obviouslyimpossible
with plants!""1
appreciate him. He has heard from Mr. Wallace with the highest praise of him
especially the Social Statics"; Charles Darwin to Hooker, November 3, 1864: "I
am quite delighted with what you say about H. Spencer's book: when I finish each
number I say to myself what an awfully clever fellow he is, but when I ask myself
what I have learnt, it is just nothing,";to Lyell, March 25, 1865: "1have read most
of H. Spencer's Biology & agree with you. Some of his remarks are very clever
and suggestive, but somehow I seldom feel any wiser after reading him, but often
feel mistified. His style is detestable in my opinion . . . "; to Hooker, December
10, 1866: "I feel rather mean when I read him; I could bear and rather enjoy
feeling that he was twice as ingenious & clever as myself, but when I feel that he
is about a dozen times my superior. even in the master art of wriggling, I feel
aggrieved. If he had trained himself to observe more, even if at the expense, by
the law of balancement, of some less of thinking power, he would have been a
wonderful man"; to Wallace, October 12 and 13, 1867 (on hearing that he had
named his first child after Spencer): "I heartily congratulate you on the birth of
'Herbert Spencer,' and may he deserve his name, but I hope he will copy his
father's style and not his namesake's"; to E. Ray Lankester, March 15, 1X870:"I
suspect that hereafter he will be looked at as by far the greatest living philosopher
in England; perhaps equal to any that have lived"; and to Spencer, June (0, 1872
(regarding an article that appeared in the Contemporary Review): "Every one
with eyes to see and ears to hear (the number. I fear, are not many) ought to bow
their knee to you, & I for one do."
18. Ruse argues that Darwin aimed to show that natural selection was a veral
causa. According to Herschel. whom Darwin greatly admired, the best evidence
that something is a vera causa is that we can argue by analogy from a force
aliready known to be one. See Michael Ruse, "Darwin's Debt to Philosophy: An
Examination of the Influence of the Philosophical Ideas of John F. W. Herschel
and William Whewell on the Development of Charles Darwin's Theory of
Evolution," StuId/. Hist. Phzil. Sci., 6 (1975), 159-181. The argument is summarized in idem, Thie Darwinian Revolution: Science Red in Tooti anid Claw
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1979), pp. 126-180.
19. Darwin to Lyell, September 28, 1860, in The Life and Letters of Charles

Darwin, ed. F. Darwin (New York: Appleton, 1887), 1I, 138-139. Darwin
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Alfred Russel Wallace was even more troubled by difficulties
arising from the term. Indeed, in his personal copy of the first
edition of the Origin, Wallace frequentlycrossed out "natural
selection"and substitutedSpencer'sphrase."'On July 2, 1866, he
wrote Darwin concerning the "utter inability of numbers of
intelligentpersons" to see that selection could operate without
conscious thought or direction. Even many naturalistsassumed
that selection required"anintelligent'chooser.'"' Wallaceargued
thatthis misunderstanding
arises almost entirely from your choice of the term Natural
Selection, and so constantlycomparingit in effects to man's
selection, and also your frequently personifying nature as
"selecting,""preferring,"as "seeking only the good of the
species," etc., etc.

. .

. I wish, therefore, to suggest to you the

possibilityof entirelyavoidingthis source of misconception...
by adoptingSpencer'sterm (which he generallyuses in preference to Natural Selection), viz. "Survivalof the Fittest."This
term is the plain expression of a fact: "NaturalSelection"is a
metaphoricalexpressionof it, and to a certain degree indirect
and incorrect, since, even personifyingNature,she does not so
much select special variations as exterminatethe most unfavourableones.''
replied publiclyto Gray in later editions of the Origin:"[Criticslhave objected
that the term selection implies conscious choice in the animalswhich become
modified;and it had even been urged that, as plants have no volition, natural
selection is not applicableto them! In the literal sense of the word, no doubt,
naturalselection is a false term;but who ever objected to chemists speakingof
the elective affinitiesof the variouselements?- and yet an acid cannotstrictlybe
said to elect the base with which it in preference combines ....

Everyone knows

what is meant and is implied by such metaphoricalexpressions;and they are
almost necessary for brevity"(Peckham, Origin,p. 165). (It was to avoid this
problem that the French translated "naturalselection" as the equivalent of
"naturalelection,"thus creatinga wholly differentset of problems.See Joy D.
Harvey, "Races Specified. Evolution Transformed,"Ph.D. diss.. Harvard
University,1983.)
20. Wallacegave his presentationcopy of the Originto RicardoSpruce.In
1958, it came into the possession of Sir Geoffrey Keynes and thence to the
CambridgeUniversityLibrary.Keyneswas the first to notice the alteration.I am
indebted to Peter J. Gautrey of the Cambridge University Library for this
information.

21. Wallaceto Darwin,July 2, 1866, in Alfred Russel Wallace:Lettersand
Reminiscences,ed. J. Marchant,I (New York:Harper,1916), 170. RobertYoung
discusses some consequences of Darwin's anthropomorphic language in
"Darwin'sMetaphor:Does NatureSelect?"Monist,55 (1971). 442-503.
22. Wallaceto Darwin,Lettersand Reminiscences,pp. 170-171.
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Darwin replied three days later. He agreed that Spencer's
phrasewas in some respects superior,but he arguedthat his own
also possessed certainadvantages,not least of which was familiarity after seven years of use. Darwin could not be convinced to
abandon"naturalselection"altogether,but he did agree to "work
in" Spencer'sphrasein the soon-to-be-publishedVariationand in
futureeditionsof the Origin.He wrote:
I fully agree with all that you say on the advantagesof H.
Spencer's excellent expression of "the survivalof the fittest."
This, however,had not occurredto me till readingyour letter.It
is, however,a greatobjectionto this term thatit cannotbe used
as a substantive governing a verb; and that this is a real
objection I infer from H. Spencer continuallyusing the words,
natural selection. I formerly thought, probably in an exaggerated degree, that it was a great advantage to bring into
connection naturaland artificialselection;this indeed led me to
use a term in common, and I still think it some advantage.I
wish I had received your letter two months ago, for I would
have worked in "thesurvival,&c.,"often in the new edition of
the "'Origin ... " I will use the term in my next book on
Domestic Animals, &c.... . The term Natural Selection has now

been so largelyused abroadand at home, that I doubt whether
it could be given up, and with all its faults I should be sorry to
see the attempt made. Whether it will be rejected must now
depend"onthe survivalof the fittest."
-

Darwin'sresponseis, on the face of it, ratherpuzzling.Why did
he not protest Wallace'sassertionthat selection works principally
throughthe eliminationof unfavorablevariants?Historiansgenerally agree that the acknowledgmentof selectionas a negativeforce
23. Darwin to Wallace, July 5, 1866, in F. Darwin, Life and Letters,II,
229-230. In a footnote to the 1898 edition of his Principlesof Biology,Spencer
writes:"Itwill be seen that the argumentnaturallyleads up to this expressionSurvivalof the Fittest - which was here used for the first time. Two years later
(July 1866) Mr. A. R. Wallacewrote to Mr. Darwincontendingthat it should be
substitutedfor the expression'NaturalSelection.'Mr. Darwindemurredto this
proposal. Among reasons for retaininghis own expression he said that I had
myself, in many cases, preferred it ... Mr. Darwin was quite right in his
statement,but not rightin the motive he ascribedto me. My reason . .. was that
disuse of Mr. Darwin'sphrasewould have seemed like an endeavourto keep out
of sight my own indebtednessto him, and the indebtednessof the world at large.
The implied feeling has led me ever since to use the expressions Natural
Selection and Survivalof the Fittest with something like equal frequency"(1,
530).
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removing inferior variants and thus maintaining the "type" long predated Darwin. In this perspective, Darwin's achievement
lay in his recognition that selection was "a creative process and not
merely a sieve."24 But there is no evidence that he dissents from
Wallace's essentially negative view.
Perhaps historians' radical distinction between natural selection
as a creative force and as executioner of the unfit - that is, as
"nature's broom" - was not recognized by Darwin. (The sharpness of the conventional distinction may reflect historians' desire
to emphasize Darwin's uniqueness more than Darwin's own
views.)2 If the standard view is wrong - a topic whose serious
exploration would extend far beyond the scope of this paper Darwin's use of "survival of the fittest" is easily explained: any
reservations arising from its association with Spencer and from the
loss of the analogy with artificial selection were presumably
overridden by a desire to avoid the misleading connotations of his
own expression and to oblige Wallace, whom Darwin greatly liked
and admired.
But even under the conventional interpretation, his response to
Wallace's suggestion makes sense viewed in the context of
Darwin's many strenuous attempts to accommodate his supporters
and neutralize his critics. By 1866, when he adopted Spencer's
phrase, Darwin's thesis was under severe, indeed potentially fatal,
attack. In his attempt to build an evolutionary consensus, he had
continually given ground; in successive editions of the Origin, and
in other works such as Variation, the role accorded to selection
(however defined) was progressively reduced. Darwin may well
have seen any compromise involved in identifying selection with
the "survivalof the fittest" as minor, relative to the need - and to
compromises already made regarding the efficacy and importance
of selection.
It is in any case clear, both from their correspondence and from
Darwin's autobiography (where he writes that he is "'notconscious
of having profited in my own work by Spencer's writing"), that
neither Darwin nor Wallace believed himself to be taking a step of
great significance in adopting "'survivalof the fittest" as a synonym
for "naturalselection."2"They certainly did not intend, or anticip-

24. The expressionis A. J. Nicholson's:"TheRole of PopulationDynamicsin
NaturalSelection,"in EvolutionafterDarwin,ed. Sol Tax, I (Chicago:University
of ChicagoPress, 1960), 515. For an exampleof this perspectivesee also Mayr,
Growthof BiologicalThought,pp. 488-490.
25. This possibilitywas suggestedby DavidKohn.
26. Nora Barlow,ed., TheAutobiographyof CharlesDarwin(New York:W.
W. Norton, 1958), p. 109.
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ate, the social loading that the phrase almost immediately
acquired.But given the assumptionthatevolutionwas progressive,
conjoined with the association in ordinary language - and
absorbed by nineteenth-centurybiology - of the "fit"with the
socially successful, Spencer's expression inevitably conveyed a
social message."Thestrongand the weak are termswhichadmitof
no definition unless they are made equivalentto the industrious
and the idle, the frugal and the extravagant,"asserted William
GrahamSumner."If we do not like the survivalof the fittest, we
have only one possible alternative,and that is the survivalof the
unfittest."27This chain of reasoningprompted T. H. Huxley to
complainto one correspondentof "theunluckysubstitutionof the
,survivalof the fittest'for 'naturalselection'[whichlhas done much
harm in consequence of the ambiguityof 'fittest,"'28In his essay
"ApologeticIrenicon,"Huxleywrote:
The notion that the doctrineof evolutioncan furnisha foundation for morals seems to me to be an illusionwhich has arisen
from the unfortunateambiguityof the term "fittest"in the
formula,"survivalof the fittest."We commonlyuse "fittest"in a
good sense, with the understood connotation of "best";and
"best"we are apt to take in its ethical sense. But the "fittest"
whichsurvivesin the struggleof existencemay be, and often is,
the ethicallyworst.2t
Hence evolution through the "survivalof the fittest" came
readily to imply the dependence of progress on laissez-faire
economics.It came also to implythe need for social policies aimed
at increasingthe birth rate of the more prosperous classes. A
policy of noninterventionmightensurethe successof the worthiest
enterprises,but it would spell disaster in respect to the futureof
the biological "stock"- for it was evident to virtuallyall nineteenth- and early twentieth-century evolutionists (Darwin
included) that social success did not correlate with reproductive
success.31 Accordingto Wallace,a veritableflood of articlesin the
27. A. G. Keller and M. R. Davie, Essays of WilliamGrahamSumner,II
(New Haven:Yale UniversityPress, 1934), 56.
28. Huxley to W. Platt Bald, October 27, 1890, in Life and Letters of
Thomas Huxley, ed. Leonard Huxley, II (New York: Appleton and Company,
1901), 284.
29. Thomas Huxley, "ApologeticIrenicon,"quoted in L. Huxley, Life and
Letters,II, 322. See also "Evolutionand Ethics" in T. H. Huxley, Collected
Essays,IX (New York:GreenwoodPress, 1968; orig.pub. 1902), 80-81.
30. Wallace reported:"In one of my latest conversationswith Darwin he
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leading periodicals decried the low reproductive rates of the
ostensibly more fit (defined variously as the more intelligent,
talented,or prosperous),and promotedsocial policiesdesignedto
reversethe process of biologicaldegradation.3'"Theknowledgeof
the science of Eugenicswill sooner or laterdevelop the art,"wrote
David StarrJordan."At present,throughthe agenciesof charities
which perpetuatethe weak, or war which eliminatesthe strong,
and of an educationwhich makes celibacya conditionof success,
we are in a degree reversingthe processes of naturalselection. If
the fittest do not serve as parents, the next generationwill not
inheritfitness."32 Hence the apparentlyparadoxicalimplicationsof
the nineteenth- and early twentieth-centuryconcept of fitness,
which helped rationalize both social Darwinism - with its
commitment to radical individualism

-

and eugenics

-

with its

commitmentto socialcontrol.
The development of population genetics in the 1920s and
1930s ultimately eroded the colloquial view of fitness. The
mathematizationof geneticsby J. B. S. Haldane,R. A. Fisher,and
Sewall Wrightinvolved identificationof the gene as the targetof
selectionand a consequentredefinitionof selectionas a changein
gene frequencies. Success in leaving offspring - whatever its
causes - becamethe measureof fitness,and eventuallydefinedits
essence. But "Darwinianfitness,"as it came to be called in the
early 1930s, did not immediatelyreplace fitness in its vernacular
sense; during the thirties and forties these meaningscoexisted,
Thus J. B. S. Haldane,
even in works of the same individuals.33
writingin 1937, could maintainthat "eugenicorganizationsrarely
include a demand for peace in their programmes,in spite of the
fact that modem war leads to the destruction of the fittest

expressedhimselfvery gloomilyon the futureof humanity,on the groundthat in
our modern civilizationnatural selection had no play, and the fittest did not
survive.Those who succeedin the racefor wealthare by no meansthe best or the
most intelligent,and it is notorious that populationis more largelyrenewed in
each generation from the lower than from the middle and upper classes"
("HumanSelection,"p. 509). See also the section, "NaturalSelectionas affecting
CivilisedNations,"in A. R. Wallace, The Descentof Man (Princeton:Princeton
UniversityPress, 1981; orig. ed. 1871), pp. 167-180. John C. Greene discusses
Darwin'ssocial views in "Darwinas a Social Evolutionist,"J. Hist. Ideas, 10
(1977), 1-27.
31. Wallace,"HumanSelection,"p. 509.
32. David StarrJordan, The Heredityof RichardRowe (Boston: American
UniversalistAssociation,1911), "PrefatoryNote."
33. The first use of the phrasethat I know of was by J. B. S. Haldanein The
Causesof Evolution(London:Longmans,GreenandCo., 19932),p. 131.
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members of both sides engaged in it,"i34while his conservative
colleague,R. A. Fisher,asserted:
We must face the paradox that the biologically successful
membersof our society are to be found principallyamong its
social failures, and equally that classes of persons who are
prosperous and socially successful are, on the whole, the
biologicalfailures,the unfitof the strugglefor existence.:
In the 1930s, Haldane and Fisher could trade on colloquial
meaningsof fitness to advance(verydifferent)socio-politicalends.
At the same time, this mode of argumentwas underminedby their
own technical work, which equated fitness with reproductive
success.
By the 1950s, fitness was generally understood, at least by
biologists, as fitness "in the Darwiniansense." The old Social
Darwinistsloganswere thus fatallyweakened,shownto dependon
a conflationof biologicaland culturalmeanings.In effect, Huxley's
point was made more precise and more effective. Fitness as
reproductive success was now sharply contrasted with fitness
conventionally understood. "It is indispensable to distinguish
clearly Darwinianfitness from 'fitness' as excellence in human
evaluation,"insisted Theodosius Dobzhansky."The two not only
are not identicalbut are sometimesin opposition."36
The determinedeffortsof geneticistsin the 1950s and 1960s to
dissociate Darwinismfrom class and racial prejudicereinforced
this development. The need to purge evolutionary theory of
reactionarysocial implications became particularlyacute with
the rise of Nazism. Geneticists such as Dobzhansky, C. H.
Waddington,and I. M. Lerner aimed to undermine biological
defenses of racialism;following the Second World War, they
wished also to defend their science to a public appalled by
revelationsof Nazi eugenic policies. One response was a search
for wordswith a less compromisedhistorythanfitness.Thus in the
early fifties, Dobzhansky tried (with little success) to replace
"fitness" with "adaptive value."37 At the same time, he and others
34. J. B. S. Haldane, "HumanBiology and Politics," in Adventuresof a
Biologist(New York:Harperand Brothers,1937), p. 151.
35. R. A. Fisher, The Genetical Theoryof Natural Selection (New York:
Dover, 1959; orig.pub. 1930), p. 240.
36. Theodosius Dobzhansky, Mankind Evolving (New Haven: Yale
UniversityPress, 1962), p. 129.
37. For example,see T. Dobzhansky,Geneticsand the Originof Species,3rd
ed. (New York:ColumbiaUniversityPress, 1951), pp. 77-79.
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stressed the value-neutralityof fitness, correctly understood.
Waddington,for example, asserted that "the meaningof natural
selection can be epigrammaticallysummarizedas 'the survivalof
the fittest.'. . . to speak of an animalas 'fittest'does not implythat
it is strongest or most healthy, or would win a beauty contest.
3'
Essentiallyit denotesnothingmorethanleavingmoreoffspring."
The discussionin the 1958 edition of the Sinnott, Dunn, and
Dobzhanskygenetics text providesa particularlyclear illustration
of the relationshipbetween biologists'social concerns and their
insistencethatfitnessis reproductivesuccess:
To most of the nineteenth-centuryevolutionists,naturalselection meant the "survivalof the fittest" in the "strugglefor
existence."These emotionallyloaded phraseshave been often
misused for political propagandapurposes.A less spectacular
but more accurate statement is that carriers of different
genotypestransmittheir genes to the succeedinggenerationsat
different rates ...

. The "fittest" is nothing more remarkable

than the producer of the greatest number of children and
grandchildren.39
Of course, the proposition that the fittest survive is necessarily
true if fitness is defined as success in survivingand reproducing.
Geneticistshad extricatedthemselvesfrom one hornof a dilemma
apparentlyto impalethemselveson another;they had unwittingly,
and from the best of motives, replaceda socially loaded proposition withone thatwaslogicallyempty.4"
38. C. H. Waddington,TheStrategyof the Genes(London:Allen and Unwin,
1957), pp. 64-65; quoted in MichaelBradieand MarkGromko,"TheStatusof
the Principleof NaturalSelection,"Nat.Syst.,3 (I 981), 5.
39. EdmundSinnott,L. C. Dunn,and T. Dobzhansky,Principlesof Genetics,
5th ed. (New York:McGraw-Hill,1958), pp. 100-1 0 1.
40. Effortsto solve (or dissolve) the tautologyproblemhave intensifiedover
the last decade, perhaps in response to creationists'claims that Darwinismis
empiricallyuntestable,and hence unscientific.Some importantexamples are:
Susan Mills and John Beatty, "The PropensityInterpretationof Fitness,"lPhil.
Sci., 46 (1979), 263-288; Stephen Jay Gould, "Darwin'sUntimelyBurial,"in
Ever Since Darwin (New York: W. W. Norton, 1977), pp. 39-48; Robert
Brandon,"Adaptationand EvolutionaryTheory,"Stud. Hist. Phil. Sci., 9 (1978),
181-206; Mary Williams,"The Logical Statusof NaturalSelection and Other
EvolutionaryControversies,"in M. Bunge, The MethodologicalUnityof .Science
(Dordrecht:Reidel, 1973), pp. 84-102 (all reprintedin Elliott Sober, Conceptual Issues in EvolutionaryBiology: An Anthology (Cambridge,Mass.: MIT
Press, 1984); also Costas B. Krimbas, "On Adaptation, Neo-Darwinian
Tautology,and PopulationFitness,"in EvolutionaryBiology,ed. M. Hecht, B.
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We can thus trace a path from Darwin'sadoption of Spencer's
expression to what, in the early 1960s, came to be called the
"tautologyproblem."4'Is an unfortunatechoice of wordstherefore
to blame for twenty years' controversyover the logical status of
the theory of naturalselection?Such a conclusionimpliesthat the
tautologyproblemis attributablesimplyto language.But it is easy
to imagineroutesby which"fitness,"underother rubrics,could be
emptied of content. This paper has sketched the actual path by
which a key concept of evolutionarytheory became theory-laden,
with the consequence that certain propositionswere reduced to
tautologies.There are, however, plausible alternate routes that
lead to essentiallythe sameplace.For example:
What if Darwin had rejected Wallace's advice? We would
perhaps,followinghis own usage,generallyemploy "adapted"and
"adaptiveness"in place of "fit"and "fitness."4"
What would then
change? The claim that "the best-adapted survive"is no more
meaningfulthan the claim that "the fittest survive"- if adaptiveness is definedas success in surviving.As Elliott Sober has noted,
the tautology problem ultimatelyderives from the fact that the
force of natural selection is (or, more accurately,came to be)
describedin termsof its effects.4"It does not dependon the words
used to characterizeeither.
Since WilliamWhewell,philosophershave arguedthat scientific
terms eventually take on meanings that reflect the truth of the
theories in which they are embedded.44It is easy, however, to
forget that this is a historical process. Terms do not become
theory-ladensimply as a function of their place in sentences, but
Wallace,and G. Prancc,XVII (New York:Plenum, 1984), 1-57; Elliott Sober,
TheNatureof Selection:EvolutionaryTheoryin PhilosophicalFocus (Cambridge,
Mass.:MIT Press, 1984), pp. 38-85; and M. J. S. Hodge, "NaturalSelectionas a
Causal,Empirical,and ProbabilisticTheory"(unpublishedMS).
41. It was largelydefined as an issue by Karl Popper;for a summaryof his
views, see Michael Ruse, "KarlPopper'sPhilosophyof Biology,"Phil. Sci., 44
(1977), 638-661. Popper has often been criticized for his naivete about
evolutionarytheory, but, as Ruse notes and this paper confirms,he had distinguishedcompany.
42. Darwin used "fit" and "fitted" interchangeablywith "adapted"and
"*adaptive,"
but more frequentlyemployedthe latter;see Paul H. Barrett,Donald
J. Weinshank,and TimothyT. Gottleber,eds., A Concordanceto Darwin'sOrigin
of Species, First Edition (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1981). "Fitness"
appearsonce in the Origin:"Noroughtwe marvelif all the contrivancesin nature
be not, as far as we can judge, absolutely perfect; and if some of them be
abhorrentto our idea of fitness"(Darwin,Origin,p. 472).
43. Sober,Natureof Selec<tion,
p. 7 1.
44. 1amgratefulto JohnBeattyfor suggestingthispoint.
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over time, as a result of specific - and historicallycontingentcircumstances.This much is obvious from the history we have
sketched.Social Darwinistsand eugenicistscertainlyemployed a
nonvacuousconcept of fitness,and whateverelse mightbe said of
their claims, they were not tautological."Fitness"was not initially
theory-laden,nor was the proposition that "the fittest survive"
empiricallyempty;they becameso as unintendedconsequencesof
a series of scientificand social developments.The fate of "'fitness"
thus remindsus that the process by which terms become theoryladen,and claimstautological,is alwaysa matterof history,not the
logicof wordsin sentences.

